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Russia claims it can wipe out US Navy with single 

'electronic bomb' 

 

April 19, 2017  

advertisement 

Russia has claimed it can disable the entire US Navy in one fell swoop using powerful electronic 

signal jamming. 

A news report from the country – where the media is essentially controlled by the state – said the 

technology could render planes, ships and missiles useless. 

The newsreader says: “Today, our Russian Electronic Warfare (REW) troops can detect and 

neutralise any target from a ship’s system and a radar, to a satellite.” 

The news report claims a single Russian war plane flew several times around American destroyer 

the USS Donald Cook in the Black Sea several years ago, disabling its systems and leaving it 

helpless. 

The report also claims they are capable to creating electronic jamming domes over their bases 

that make them invisible on radar screens. 
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The propaganda piece even quotes top US General Frank Gorenc as saying: “Russian electronic 

weapons completely paralyse the functioning of American electronic equipment installed on 

missiles, aircraft and ships.” 

The reporter adds: “You don’t need to have expensive weapons to win – powerful radio-

electronic jamming is enough.” 

The news comes after Donald Trump dispatched the USS Carl Vinson, powered by nuclear 

reactors, carrying almost 100 aircraft and accompanied by destroyers, a cruiser, and a submarine 

to the Korean Peninsula. 

And the commander-in-chief is said to be bolstering American deployment in the region by 

sending the USS Ronald Reagan and the USS Nimitz to the Sea of Japan next week. 

Russia, along with China, is said to have sent a spy ship to the area to ward off the task force 

amid rising tensions in the region. 

And Putin urged the US to show “restraint”. 
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